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Abstract
This study is directed at predicting the determinants of oil futures prices. We evaluate commodity
pricing with oil occupying a special position due to highly inelastic demand. Given the sudden fall
in oil prices, there is theoretical and practical interest in identifying the determinants of falling oil
prices. While the popular press dwells on oversupply in production as the principal determinant
of price declines, we examine additional predictors including call option sales and put option purchases along with the Canadian dollar-US dollar exchange rate and news of future oil prices. Intraday call and put options on NYMEX oil futures were examined. Call and put option prices of 1 - 7
month-maturities, along with exchange rates, the supply of oil and news of oil prices were regressed
on oil futures prices. A trading strategy was tested based on the thesis that in a period of price declines, options traders seek to profit by selling call options and purchasing put options. While oversupply of oil was the most important determinant of oil prices, trader speculation through put buying and call selling exacerbated the decline in oil prices. Call and put option prices explained oil
futures prices for options of 1 - 4 month maturities. The supply of oil was significant in predicting
oil futures prices in all future time periods. This was followed by the Canadian dollar-US dollar
exchange rate which was significant in predicting oil prices 1, 2, 3 and 6 months into the future.
Finally, news of forthcoming events affecting oil prices predicted oil futures prices 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
months in advance.
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1. Introduction
From 1980-2008, the price of oil moved steadily upwards in response to demand shocks. Demand was price-inelastic, with many consumers and few energy substitutes. Demand inelasticity decreased over time with [1]
measuring demand elasticities in the −0.21 to −0.34 range from 1975-1980 to −0.034 to −0.077 from 2001-2006.
During this early era, there were a few attempts to use options on oil futures to forecast the futures price of oil.
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The underlying reasoning was that option prices contained information that would lead to an accurate forecast of
oil futures prices in a frictionless environment ([2]; [3]). With rising oil prices, a trader purchasing call options
on oil futures was purchasing the right to purchase oil at a reduced price from that of the market. As oil prices
continued to increase, call options on oil futures became more valuable, or the increase in call prices represented
the degree of optimism of traders that oil prices would continue to increase. If c is the call price, F = oil futures
price, x = strike price of F, or reduced purchase price for oil, the Gain to the call buyer upon exercising the option = F − x − c in an era of continually increasing oil prices. This optimism (F − x − c) is a form of informativeness of oil prices contained in options.
However, such optimism reversed with the 2014-2015 decline in oil prices. In that environment, put options
on oil futures, or the right to sell oil at a preferred price over the market price increased in value as traders
sought to sell oil early at higher prices before prices declined. As oil prices continued to decrease, put options on
oil futures rose in value, or the increase in put prices represented the degree of pessimism of traders that oil
prices would continue to decrease. If p is the put price, F = oil futures price, x = strike price of F, or higher purchase price for oil, the Gain to the put buyer upon exercising the option = x − F − p in an era of continually decreasing oil prices. This pessimism is a form of informativeness of oil prices contained in options. This study
quantifies this pessimism and assesses its impact on oil futures prices. In this regard, this study adds to the literature in that existing studies identify the variance of the path of the option as uncertainty in oil futures prices
but do not measure such uncertainty [4] or uses adaptations of the Black-Scholes call option pricing model to
create call-option estimates without identifying pessimism or optimism in options on oil futures prices [5].
We assume the existence of simultaneous trading in multiple markets in the spirit of [6] and [7]. In other
words, trading occurs in both the futures market and the options market. Sellers in the futures market set oil futures prices upon observation of trading behavior in the options market. Suppose a risk-taking options trader
wishes to benefit from the continuing reduction in oil prices. The trader purchases d1 units of put options with
the intent to sell oil at the price p1 prevailing in period 1. Likewise, another trader purchases d2 units of put options in the same period, as does yet another trader who buys d3 units of put options, so that

d1 + d 2 + d3 + ⋅⋅⋅d n = D , the total demand for put options in period 1.

(1)

The seller in the futures market perceives the demand for put options as the demand for cheap oil, and in turn,
reduces the oil futures sales price, F, so that F2 < F1. Traders in the other market, i.e. the futures market, thus
pay less for oil due to the speculative trading of options traders via the price reduction undertaken by the market
makers in their own futures market. This reduction occurs repeatedly in successive rounds of trading with F4 <
F3 with oil futures prices continuing to decrease to a local minimum. The second derivative of oil futures prices
or change in change in oil futures prices, d 2 F dx 2 = 0 , at a local minimum. Oil prices then declined even further during 2015, so that new local minima of oil futures prices were formed successively. Traders continued to
buy put options which increased in value in each time period as sellers in the oil futures market continued to adjust prices downwards.
Yet another options trading strategy to capitalize on falling oil futures prices occurs with call selling. Moderately, risk-taking options traders earn the call price for undertaking to deliver a fixed amount of oil futures to
call buyers at a fixed price. With falling oil prices, call buyers will never request delivery of oil futures as they
will be constrained to pay a higher price for oil futures than they could obtain if they purchased at the market
price. For example, if the call options contract required the call buyer to pay $1.00 for the privilege of purchasing oil futures at $70 per barrel, and the market price of oil futures was $60.00 per barrel, call buyers will permit
the option to expire and purchase at the market price of $60.00 per barrel. Traders selling calls benefit from receiving the call price or the $1.00 for the option. Buyers in the oil futures market reduce the price at which they
purchase oil futures (oil future bid price) arguing that call sellers benefit from falling oil prices by never having
to deliver oil futures and receiving the permanent benefit of earning call premiums.

2. Hypotheses Development
2.1. Options Prices as Predictors of Oil Futures Prices
By definition, a call option is the right to purchase an asset at the strike price within a certain period of time. In
contrast, a put option is the right to sell an asset at the strike price. [6]’s trading model envisioned a single informed trader trading in two markets, i.e. the options market and the stock market. When the financial markets
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send a negative signal, informed traders may sell stock or sell call options or buy put options. We may adapt
their theory to the oil futures market and the market for put and call options on oil futures. The oil price declines
of 2015 stimulated these traders to either sell oil futures in the oil futures market or sell call options or buy puts
in the options on oil futures market. If they opted to sell calls, they were obligated to deliver oil futures to call
buyers who were purchasing call futures. In return, they earned a call premium or value of the call option. In
each round of trading, the call premium would shrink, ending when call buyers ceased to purchase more oil futures. In the first round of trading, call sellers observe call selling as a signal that demand for call options is
about to decline. They lower bid prices on call options. Oil futures sellers interpret the price reduction as reduced demand for oil, and in turn, reduce oil futures prices. The process is repeated in future rounds of trading.
So that in the final round, call buyers terminate purchases of call options, call sellers receive no further premiums and trading in call options ends, Alternatively, options traders could buy put options, permitting them to
earn higher prices upon sale of the oil futures and buy back at increasingly lower prices. With successive rounds
of trading, the put strategy yields gains from oil price declines but loses from higher put prices. In the first round,
put sellers observe the increased demand for put options. They increase the purchase price of put options, which
sends the message to the oil futures market that the options market perceives greater demand for negative volume or that oil prices will decrease. The oil futures market reduces oil prices. Eventually, the strategy ceases to
yield a gain as rising put premiums completely offset any gains from declining oil futures prices. In successive
studies, [8] and [9] empirically and theoretically proved the existence of lower bounds for call sell and put purchase trading strategies.
What is the information content embedded in call sale prices and put buy prices? We may derive conclusions
from a few existing studies. [10]’s regression of determinants of oil futures prices observed that demand shocks
were the most powerful explanatory variable of oil futures prices during 2014-2015, after the commencement of
the steep decline in oil prices. They conjectured that such demand shocks arose from the subjective feeling that
prices were declining rapidly in the short-term (1 - 4 months). We may extend these findings to the supposition
that given the oversupply from OPEC’s desire to continue selling at high cartel prices, the US’s continued drilling of shale rock to boost production, the restoration of the interrupted Libyan oil production and the sudden
resolution of the Iran nuclear agreement which would lift sanctions on Iranian oil sales and release more oil into
an oversupplied market. Crude oil’s oversupply was compounded in reducing oil prices by news of weakening
Chinese demand for oil. Further, there were conversations among NYMEX traders of US drillers suffering
layoffs and bankruptcies from reduced drilling stimulating these drillers to increase production to keep workers
employed and business in operation. There were other informal conversations occurring daily providing immediate forecasts of the price of oil with short maturities of up to 4 months.
[11]’s regression of oil prices on demand and supply shocks found that both predictable and unanticipated
price reductions occurred. $11 of the predictable decline in crude oil prices reflected the slowing of the global
economy due to known reasons such as the economic crisis in Greece, increased European debt, and China’s
growth falling below 7.5% for the first time in a decade. The remaining $16 emanated from the supply shock of
excess production also from anticipated causes including OPEC’s failure to reach a production agreement and
the rise of non-OPEC production from Canada, Norway and Britain. Further unpredictable declines in oil prices
of $9 may be attributed to the decrease in precautionary demand. Precautionary demand stems from the storage
of oil in centralized facilities to protect the nation’s energy supply from fluctuations in the availability of oil. In
the US, this inventory of West Texas Intermediate Crude is maintained at Cushing, Oklahoma. The final $13 of
oil price reduction has its source in unanticipated weakening of the global economy including the downward revision of growth forecasts for the United States and Western Europe and countries that depend on the export of
commodities whose prices collapsed in early 2015.
Hypothesis 1: Call prices on options with 1 - 4 month maturities significantly explain the variation in oil futures prices.
Hypothesis 2: Put price on options with 1 - 4 month maturities significantly explain the variation in oil futures
prices.
As buyers of call options observe trading to capitalize on negative volume, it is conceivable that when they
reduce call bid prices, they view put prices to determine the extent to which call prices must be reduced. Likewise, when sellers of put options raise put ask prices, they are likely to observe call prices to guide them on the
level to which put ask prices must be increased. Therefore, put prices explain call prices and vice versa.
Hypothesis 3A: Call prices on oil futures explain put prices on oil futures.
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Hypothesis 3B: Put prices on oil futures explain call prices on oil futures.
Call prices are frequently computed using the Black-Scholes model. The Black-Scholes model is the seminal
model of estimation of call option prices. It is a partial differential equation which buys and sells the underlying
asset (in the case of this paper, oil) to eliminate risk. The Black-Scholes equation specifies that S, the price of the
underlying asset determines the call price.

=
c N ( d1 ) S − N ( d 2 ) Ke

− r (T − t )

(2)

c is defined as the call price which is directly proportional to the price of the underlying asset. The underlying
asset in this case is the oil futures price suggesting that F, the oil futures price may predict the call price. F = S.
Other variables in the equation include N(d1) and N(d2), which are probability density functions of the movement of call option prices, K, the strike price of the option, r, the risk-free rate, T − t is the time to maturity.
Hypothesis 4A: Oil futures prices act as predictors of call prices on oil futures.
The price of a put option on the same underlying asset with identical time to maturity is given by put-call parity as follows.

p = N ( −d 2 ) Ke

− r (T − t )

− N ( −d1 ) S

(3)

Rewriting S, the value of the underlying asset as F, the oil futures price yields the following put-call parity
expression,

p = N ( −d 2 ) Ke

− r (T − t )

− N ( −d1 ) F

(4)

Therefore, the price of a put option on oil futures is directly dependent upon the value of the oil futures, or we
may state the hypothesis that oil futures prices act as predictors of put prices on oil futures.
Hypothesis 4B: Oil futures prices act as predictors of put prices on oil futures.

2.2. The Canadian Dollar to US Dollar Exchange Rate’s Impact on Oil Futures Prices
Oil is denominated in US dollars. [12] presented evidence that the stronger dollar has been linked to decreasing
oil prices. The [13] measured US petroleum imports at 9 million barrels per day in 2014, with exports of 4 million barrels of oil. Although the United States is still a net importer to the tune of 5 million barrels per day, the
US’s energy self-sufficiency was unanticipated ([10]). Much of the output is exported to Canada, which in turn,
exports 81% of its output to the US. The relevant exchange rate becomes the Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate. The correlation between the two currency movements has been found to be 0.78 ([13]). The strengthening of the US dollar in 2014-2015 manifested in the weakening of the Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate has led to net oil imports from Canada becoming less expensive to US consumers, or reducing the
price of oil futures.
Hypothesis 5: The reduction in value of the Canadian dollar to the US dollar has resulted in the decrease in oil
futures prices in 2015.

2.3. Oil Oversupply as a Contributor to Declining Oil Futures Prices
Oversupply of oil in 2015 originates from two sources. The first source is the excessive production of the OPEC
countries. Earlier analysis showed that OPEC’s individual members failed to reach an agreement to limit production to boost prices as each individual member became cognizant that exceeding cartel-imposed production
quotas resulted in excess profits. OPEC set an informal target of releasing 30 million barrels per day. Libya, Iraq
and Nigeria had disruptions to oil production due to political unrest in 2013-2014. [10] maintained that production was restored in all of these locations. Iran negotiated a nuclear agreement with the United States permitting
the sale of its oil upon the lifting of sanctions, thereby exacerbating the problems of oversupply. Further, Saudi
Arabia, the largest producer, continued to release oil into an oversupplied global market. A single commodity
producer, such as Venezuela, relied on oil to support a generous welfare state. The second source of oversupply is
the growing importance of non-OPEC production, particularly by the United States. US oil production has
emerged through technological advancements in drilling, namely, the extraction of oil from shale rock through
fracking. Consequently, the amount of oil produced by the US has remained stable in an environment of price
declines due to these technological advancements in the drilling process which reduced the cost of production to
the extent that profits could be earned even with reduced prices. The number of rig counts declined from Janu-
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ary-June 2014, then increased.
Hypothesis 6: An increase in supply of oil results in declining oil futures prices.

2.4. The Impact of News on Oil Prices
News consists of forecasts of oil prices in terms of supply of oil and demand for oil contained in conversations
among oil traders and oil and gas industry professionals. These estimates are subjective in that they are based on
anecdotes, stories and visual images that lend color to official forecasts. Theories of investor behavior have determined that such subjective information captures the imagination of investors who are more likely to retain it
and make investment decisions based upon it ([14]). Specifically, [15] observed that positive earnings surprises
(actual earnings exceeding analysts’ forecasts of earnings) were realized for industries with rich, colorful, anecdote-filled histories which complemented statistical reports. [16] observed significant explanation of earnings
surprises by pharmaceutical companies who launched new drugs with stories of the firm and its researchers. An
example of news of oil prices would be speculation about future interest rates.
Conversations about future interest rates may include news items such as an industry analyst’s statement on
the impact of an interest rate increase by the Federal Reserve, stories of financial hardship among employees of
drilling companies enduring staff reductions and tales of oil companies who were denied loans due to the economic slowdown following an increase in interest rates. News may impact oil prices in the immediate short-term
period of 1 - 4 months or beyond the immediate short-term in > 5 months. As currencies fluctuate daily in value,
news of the Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate changes that are predictable in the following quarter are
likely to be included in a 1 - 2 month forecast of oil prices. Options yield profits upon trading at informed events
such as earnings announcements, dividend announcements [6] or merger announcements [7]. The price run up
on positive signals for positive earnings surprises, dividends and cash mergers occurs during the few months
prior to the event with gains being taken on the event day. Gains from put trading strategies and short selling in
response to negative signals are also realized in a few months [7]. Given the short time horizon of oil forecast
information embedded in put and call option trades, we may conjecture that option trades will contain 1 - 4 month
forecasts of oil futures.
In contrast, predictions of drilling rig counts are likely to achieve fruition in > 4 months. Given the uncertainty of the successfulness of technological advancements in drilling in reducing the cost of extraction of oil, it may
take more than a quarter to gauge if a particular innovation is effective. This time lapse suggests that news will
independently influence oil price futures in a time period of 5 - 7 months.
Hypothesis 7: News about oil prices influences oil futures prices realized in 5 - 7 months.

3. Methodology
Intraday call option and put prices on oil futures along with daily oil futures prices for 2015 were collected from
the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX). A total of 6, 917 observations constituted the final sample. The
sample was split into subsamples of options by maturity with options of 1-month, 2-month, 3-month, 4-month,
5-month, 6-month and 7-month maturities. Subsample sizes ranged from 688 observations to 899 observations.
Changes in call prices and changes in put prices were included to capture any variance of oil futures prices that
was not contained in option prices. Bloomberg’s currency data formed the source for intraday Canadian dollar to
US dollar exchange rates. The US Energy Administration provided the data on the supply of barrels of oil. Daily
news items from the popular press were expressed as a dichotomous variable, coded at 1 and 2 based on the
subjective judgement of the researchers of their impact on oil futures prices. Items with limited impact on oil
futures prices were coded at level 1. In contrast, items with considerable impact on future oil prices were coded
at level 2. Seven separate OLS regressions for options of each maturity were performed using Equation (5) to
test hypotheses 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7.

OF =
α + β1CP + β 2 DCP + β3 PP + β 4 DPP + β5CAD + β 6 OS + β 7 NO
where
OF = oil futures price.
CP = call price.
DCP = change in call price.
PP = put price.
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DPP = change in put price.
CAD = Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate.
OS = supply of oil.
NO = news of oil prices.
Hypotheses 3 and 4 were tested using Equation (6) and Equation (7). For options with 1 - 4 month maturities,
i.e. the aforementioned subsamples, call prices were regressed on oil futures prices, put option prices, the Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate, supply of oil and news of oil prices. This regression was repeated with
put prices replacing call prices as the criterion and call prices replacing put prices as a predictor.
CP =
α + β1OF + β 2 PP + β3CAD + β 4 OS + β5 NO
(6)

PP =
α + β1OF + β 2 CP + β3CAD + β 4 OS + β5 NO

(7)

4. Results
As shown in Table 1, Hypothesis 1 was supported with call prices explaining a significant amount of the reduction in oil futures prices for 1 - 4 month call options (coefficients ranging from 0.19, p < 0.001 to 0.92, p <
0.001). A reduction in call prices due to call selling is associated with a reduction in oil futures prices. Hypothesis 2 was supported with put option prices significantly influencing oil futures prices for 1 - 4 month put options
(coefficients of 0.06 to 1.16, p < 0.001). An increase in put prices from put buying is linked to a reduction in oil
futures prices. Hypothesis 5 was supported for 1 - 3 month options with the Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate’s weakening significantly reducing oil futures prices for 1 - 3 month forecasts (coefficients of −0.26
to 0.47, p < 0.001). Hypothesis 6 was supported for all time periods with the supply of oil significantly decreasing futures prices (coefficients of −1.39 × 10−3, p < 0.05 to −5.9 × 10−3, p < 0.001). Hypothesis 7 was supported
for forecasts of oil prices 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 months into the future, with news of oil prices significantly predicting
oil futures prices (coefficients = −0.07 to −0.04, p < 0.001).
Table 2 shows that oil futures prices were significant predictors of both call and put prices for 1-month and
4-month forecasts (3-month forecasts are not reported as they failed to achieve convergence), supporting Hypotheses 4A and 4B. Call prices significantly predicted put prices for 1, 2 and 4-month options, i.e. reductions in
call prices were associated with increases input prices, supporting Hypothesis 3A. Conversely, put prices significantly predicted call prices for 1, 2, and 4-month options with increases input prices being linked to decreases
in call prices as indicated by Hypothesis 3B.

5. Conclusions
This study has identified the variables that predict the contemporaneous price of oil. These findings are particularly
Table 1. Results of OLS regressions of oil futures prices on options with 1 - 7 month maturities.
Variable

1-Month

2-Month

3-Month

4-Month

5-Month

6-Month

7-Month

Constant

−0.369

−0.307

−0.191

−0.200

−0.189

−0.222

−0.470***

0.21***

Call Price
Change in Call Prices

−9.07 × 10

Put Price

−0.15**

Change in Put Prices

−0.02

Canadian Dollar-US
Dollar Exchange Rate

−0.26***

−5

***

***

***

***

**

0.19**

−0.92**

0.32***

0.07

0.5***

0.4

−0.02

0.35

0.03

0.02

−0.16

−0.43

−0.19**

−1.16***

−0.30***

−0.06

−0.5***

−0.70

0.20

0.01

0.27

−0.26

−0.33

−0.27

−0.29***

0.00

−0.11

**

−0.29***

2.05

***

−0.47**

−4.81 × 10−3*** −4.12 × 10−3*** −1.39 × 10−3*** −3.0 × 10−3*** −2.8 × 10−3*** −3.13 × 10−3*** −5.9 × 10−3***

Supply of Oil
News of Oil Prices

−0.03

−0.03

−0.33***

−0.09***

−0.078***

−0.091***

−0.4***

N

688

825

879

899

889

873

868

0.99

0.99

0.97

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.98

R2
*

***

**

p < 0.05, p < 0.01,

***

p < 0.001.
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Table 2. Results of ordinary least squares regressions of call option prices and put option prices on oil futures prices for
1-month, 2-month, and 4-month options.
Variable

1-Month Calls

1-Month Puts

2-Month Calls

2-Month Puts

4-Month Calls

4-Month Puts

Constant

55.64***

73.58***

44.47***

59.41***

89.36***

93.96**

Oil Futures Price

0.05**

0.07**

0.02

0.05

0.03**

0.04***

−0.95***

Call Price
−0.56***

Canadian Dollar-US
Dollar Exchange Rate

−0.02

−0.03

0.01

0.04

0.05***

0.04***

Supply of Oil

−6.31 × 10−4***

−8.32 × 10−4***

−4.73 × 10−4***

−6.42 × 10−4***

−9.42 × 10−4***

−9.9 × 10−4***

News of Oil Prices

0.01

−0.01

0.006

0.006

0.009

0.01*

N

689

689

826

826

894

894

0.75

0.79

0.80

0.76

0.97

0.98

R
**

p < 0.05, p < 0.01,

−0.38***

−0.95***

Put Price

2

*

−0.89***
−0.89***

***

p < 0.001.

meaningful given the monotonic increase in price of oil from 1971-2014. The sudden reversal of prices merits
the theoretical and empirical assessment that this paper has provided. In addition to the decrease in oil prices in
the long-term from news about future oil prices and in the short-term about the weakening of the Canadian dollar to the US dollar, we envision a role for call option sellers to reduce prices with a modest level of speculation
and put buyers to reduce oil prices to a local minimum with substantial amounts of speculative trading. Theoretically, the popular press perceives the futures price of oil as a function of oversupply of production as follows.
F = OS
(8)
This paper expands the above relationship to include additional variables.

OF =α + CP + PP + CAD + OS + NO

(9)

where
OF = oil futures price.
CP = call price.
PP = put price.
CAD = Canadian dollar to US dollar exchange rate.
OS = supply of oil.
NO = news of oil prices.
Differentiating,
d dx ( OF ) = d dx ( CP ) + d dx ( PP ) + d dx ( CAD ) + d dx ( OS ) + d dx ( NO )

(10)

The principal determinant is OS, followed by CAD in the short-term and NO in the long-term. Call sellers reduce oil futures prices slightly as they collect diminishing amounts of call premiums in each successive round of
trading, finally exiting the market when no further calls are purchased as call buyers realize that oil futures prices will continue to fall eliminating their likelihood of ever profiting from price increases. Put buyers reduce oil
futures prices substantially as they earn higher profits as prices fall with sales at higher prices than the market in
each round. However, as they benefit from these sales at higher prices, the puts become more expensive, so that
they finally stop trading when the gain from put purchase is exactly equal to the loss from high put purchase
prices, or the Gain = X, strike price of the put option—F, oil futures price = PP, put price.
At this point, d 2 x dx 2 ( PP ) = 0 or a local maximum is achieved.
Our results support [7]’s model of multimarket trading to the extent that traders in the futures market observe
demand for reduced oil prices in the options market and adjust their own prices. [7] established the existence of
such linked trading between the stock market and the options market. This paper provides evidence of it in the
options market and the futures market as well. Informed traders choose to capitalize on profit-making opportunities in more than one market.
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